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It’s one of the major paradoxes of the Romantic Movement – unnoticed, even, by Jerome McGann himself – 

that the ferociously liberal Lord Byron favoured, as pet, the humble and dependent dog, while his enemy, the 

conservative creep Robert Southey, favoured the cool, sleek and potentially treacherous cat. 

 Claire Claremont had her own, partial and prejudiced, analysis of Byron’s liking for dogs: 

 
I have observed one thing in you which I like; it is this. Let a person depend on you, let them be utterly 

weak and defenceless, having no protector but yourself and you infallibly grow fond of that person. How 

kind & gentle you are to Children! How good-tempered & considerate towards your Servants; how 

accommodating even to your dogs! And all this because you are sole master & lord; because there is no 

disputing your power you become merciful & just: but let any one more on a par with your {self} enter 

the room you begin to suspect & be cautious & are consequently very often cruel.1 

 

 Dogs, in this perspective, pandered to Byron’s need to feel Leader of the Pack. But they were not alone in 

doing so. In a letter to Peacock of August 10th 1821, Shelley writes: 
 

Lord B.’s establishment consists, beside servants, of ten horses, eight enormous dogs, three monkeys, five 

cats, an eagle, a crow, and a falcon; and all these, except the horses, walk about the house, which every 

now and then resounds with their unarbitrated quarrels, as if they were the masters of it … After I have 

sealed my letter, I find that my enumeration of the animals in this Circean Palace was defective, and that 

in a material point. I have just met on the grand staircase five peacocks, two guinea hens, and an Egyptian 

crane. I wonder who all these animals were before they were changed into these shapes.2 
 

 He refers to Orlando Furioso, 8, 15-16, in which Alcina’s lovers are restored to their human shapes from 

the bestial ones she had given them. One could divide Alcina / Byron’s close acquaintances into cats and dogs, 

metamorphosed by his magic spell. The principal cat would be Scrope Davies, who, having been scared out of 

his wits by the experience of lending Byron money, kept his distance but stayed friendly. The dogs would be 

Hobhouse, obviously (“Byron’s Bulldog”, indeed), plus Caroline Lamb – who turned rabied – plus Augusta and 

Annabella. Teresa, infatuated but manipulative, was half-and-half: Kinnaird, who, observing, as did Davies, 

what a mess Hobhouse became in Byron’s proximity, likewise remained half-aloof. 

 Byron was finally killed by one of each species, one real, the other from Tasso. The first was Lyon, his 

actual Newfoundland, who, according to one diagnosis, gave him the Mediterranean tic fever from which he 

died; and the second Loukas Chalandritsanos, whom Byron tried to train to become dog-like, but who remained 

coldly feline, and broke his heart. 

 

————— 

 

Geoffrey Bond’s book is a magnificent production (printed in China), big, with the highest quality paper, 

numerous superb illustrations, and a dense, expert commentary. It’s already gone to the top of my list of the 

best-presented and –looking book in my Byron collection. 

 The numerous illustrations include many not immediately related to the book’s canine theme, but none 

the less welcome. They include, for instance, Byron’s wedding certificate (p.26). 

 The bulk of the book is about the dogs, and here Geoffrey Bond’s expertise in matters like the history of 

different breeds becomes clear, as well as in the histories of Byron’s individual pets. Apparently his most 

famous dog, Boatswain, was not quite the Newfoundland of legend – his pricked as opposed to pendant ears 

suggest something closer to a huskie. Elizabeth Pigot’s “famous but little-known” illustrated poem The 

Wonderful History of Lord Byron & his Dog is reproduced over eight generous pages. Boatswain was ahead 

even of Lyon in Byron’s affections – the poet risked infection by wiping the saliva from his mouth as he lay 

dying of rabies (p.68), and, of course, desired to be buried with him (p.68). Geoffrey Bond is informative on the 

prevalence of rabies in England at that time. 

 Byron’s second Newfoundland, Lyon (though he was perhaps a cross between a German Shepherd and a 

wolf – p.78) gives Bond the cue for a literary point, which he only follow through partially. The joke about 

dogs’ infidelity moves not just into Don Juan from Southey’s Roderick’s dog, but into Southey’s Roderick’s 

                                                           
1: Claire Clairmont to Byron, from Great Marlow, January 12th 1818: (text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4177B; Stocking I 109-

111) 

2: LPBS II 330-1. See Bond pp.31 and 87.  


